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When did you last give a tree a hug? Watch a spider spin its web? Spot a bird of prey? Identify a
moth or two?With 50 exciting activities and loads of ideas for outdoor fun at home and nearby,
this family-friendly guide will help you identify, protect and preserve the wildlife on your
doorstep.From racing snails and making a mini nature reserve to cloudspotting and stargazing,
just one wild thing each day will keep nature explorers of all ages entertained and engaged.50
Wild Things to Do at Home and Nearby is the perfect companion to every season, giving you all
you need to start reconnecting with nature.Published in association with the Wildlife Trusts
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WildAcknowledgementsIndexCopyrightINTRODUCTIONWhen did you last give a tree a hug?
Watch a spider spin its web? Spot a bird of prey? Go moth watching?50 Wild Things to Do is a
practical guide designed to help you get closer to nature, wherever you are in the UK. With a
range of exciting activities and loads of ideas for outdoor fun at home and nearby, this family-
friendly guide will help you spy, protect and preserve the wildlife on your doorstep. From racing
snails and making a mini nature reserve to cloudspotting and stargazing, just one wild thing
each day will keep nature explorers of all ages entertained and engaged. And if you’re looking
for a challenge, then why not commit to an activity a day during The Wildlife Trusts 30 Days Wild
challenge, which takes place every June?The ideas in this book are in no particular order, so
simply dip in and out as you like to find ideas that suit you. We hope that there is plenty here to
get you started. And once you’ve exhausted all these, there are even more available online – just
visit the action pages on The Wildlife Trusts website!Please note, some of the things to do in the
book may not be suitable for all ages and may require some adult supervision. We also ask that
for activities which require tools or take place near water, you exercise caution and use common
sense.Have fun!1.GIVE A TREE A HUGAlthough, strictly speaking, trees don’t really need a hug
from us, they deserve one. Absorbing pollution, regulating heat in our cities, unbeatable climbing
frames, homes for a wide range of wildlife, even increasing our house prices, trees really do
improve our quality of life. So go on, find one near you and give it a squeeze!2.GROW
VEGETABLESReduce food miles and adopt more seasonal and sustainable eating habits by
growing your own wildlife-friendly, organic veg. Certain fruits and vegetables have particularly
good wildlife credentials, catering for both you and the wildlife around you. The needs of insects
must be taken into account. These precious pollinators need all the help they can get after



recent population crashes and they’re essential visitors if you want a successful kitchen
garden.The flowers on many fruit and vegetable crops are firm favourites of pollinating insects –
beans, peas and fragrant herbs are loved, as are apples, currants and raspberries. If you have
space in or around your vegetable plot, include flowers like bluebells, forget-me-nots, foxgloves,
lupins and primroses to lure in pollinators.GROW BEANSRunner beans are one of the easiest
crops in the world to grow. With a little love and attention they will attain impressive heights and
come summer be covered in flowers that bees absolutely love. You will be rewarded with
handsome crops of delicious runners well into early autumn if the weather’s mild. All you need is
a flower bed or a large container filled with organic, peat-free compost, plus some canes or a
wall for the beans to grow against. They don’t grow well in the same spot so you’ll need to move
them each year or change the soil for best results.PRACTISE COMPANION
PLANTINGCompanion planting is a traditional method of growing different plants together for
mutual benefits, like extra nutrients, protection from harsh weather and pest control. For
example, nasturtiums grown among your brassicas will protect them from caterpillars, as the
they may choose to eat the nasturtium leaves rather than your cabbages. Chives or sage among
carrots may ward off aphids, while garlic may deter them from your roses and chervil will keep
them off your lettuces. You can use plants like limanthes (the poached egg plant) to attract
hoverflies which predate on aphids.SMALL-SCALE GROWINGIf you don’t have a garden, you
can grow herbs, tumbling tomatoes, strawberries and many varieties of lettuce and salad leaves
in a window box or hanging basket, all of which will be happy growing both inside and
out.3.WATCH THE SUNSETThis is easy, though it requires a little luck. Just make sure you’re
outside on a clear evening and hope for something stunning.Sunsets can be magnificent in
cities as well as on hilltops. The accidental view from the top of a double-decker bus can be jaw-
dropping every once in a while.In winter, sunset comes early and feels more important, washing
the sky with much-needed colour for a few glorious moments amid the gloom. The sky somehow
seems bigger in the winter too, when the trees are bare and the air is icy.The best sunsets are
probably the ones that happen while you’re on holiday, when you’re relaxed and you can watch it
from start to finish in all its burning glory. Watching the sun pool and drop into a lake or ocean is
truly joyful and often memorable.4.COOK NETTLE SOUPHealthy, delicious and found
absolutely everywhere, nettles are a wonder leaf that can be cooked up into a wholesome soup.
Food that’s free and full of goodness – perfect! You’ll need to pick the tender tops of young
nettles in the spring.YOU WILL NEED* 450 g young nettle tops* 8 wild garlic (ramson) leaves,
torn (optional)* 4 medium potatoes, peeled and chopped* 4 shallots, chopped* 2 celery
sticks, chopped* 50 g butter* 1 litre vegetable stockHOW TO DO IT1. Go nettle picking –
make sure you wear gloves and long sleeves!2. Boil the potatoes until tender, then
drain.3. Melt the butter in a large pan and cook the shallots, celery and wild garlic leaves over
a low heat with a lid for 10 minutes until soft but not brown.4. Wearing rubber gloves, sort
through the nettles, selecting new, young tops and discarding any tough stalks.5. Blanch the
nettles in boiling water for 2–3 minutes.6. Add the stock, cooked potatoes and blanched



nettles to the pan. Simmer for 5–10 minutes, until the nettles are tender.7. Purée in a blender
then return to the pan and reheat. Season well.8. You could stir in some crème fraiche or serve
with a swirl of cream and some crusty bread.5.WALK THROUGH A SEA OF
BLUEBELLSThroughout April and May, woodlands across the UK are transformed into rich-
scented glades of emerald-green leaves and drooping, bellshaped flowers. Discover a vast sea
of dazzling blue hues by visiting a woodland nature reserve near you. The only thing to
remember is to stick to paths when strolling through a deep bluebell sea, so you don’t damage
the plants.The UK’s bluebell woods are of international importance, accounting for around half of
the world’s total number of bluebells. It’s actually illegal, under the Wildlife and Countryside Act,
to dig up wild bluebell bulbs. The species is classed as endangered and dealers now face heavy
fines for selling them.Native bluebells face competition in the shape of the hybrid and the
Spanish bluebell. How do you tell the difference? Natives have narrow leaves and their flowers
are narrow, straight-sided bells with strongly rolled-back petals. When the weather’s warm they
give off a potent perfume.If the leaves are wide, the bells broad and the plant fragrance-free,
you’re probably dealing with a hybrid or Spanish bluebell.6.RACE SNAILSThe first rule of snail
racing is: be kind to the snails. First make a snail-racing track. Draw a large circle with a radius of
33 cm and mark the centre with a smaller circle. This smaller circle will be your starting line –
snails race from the centre to the edge of the large circle. A white board or cloth can make a
good racetrack.Collect some snails from your garden or local park – look underneath big stones,
and in damp areas. Gather some willing snail racers, each select a snail and study them
carefully so everyone can remember which one is theirs. Then nominate a snail trainer, whose
job it is to keep the course watered throughout the race because snails like damp conditions.It’s
time to line the snails up along the edge of the central circle, facing outwards. The snail trainer
shouts, ‘Ready, steady, SLOW!’ and they’re off. The winner is the first snail to reach the edge of
the outer circle. Remember to put your snails back where you found them.The world record
stands at 2 minutes over the 33 cm, set in 1995 by a snail called Archie. The World Snail-Racing
Championships are held every year at Congham near King’s Lynn in Norfolk.7.LEARN BIRD
CALLSBirds both call and sing. Calls are usually shorter, sharper and more urgent, used to
sound an alarm or maintain contact with a flock. Song tends to come from male birds and is
longer and sweeter, used to attract mates and defend territories. Not all birds have a song, but
many do and the best time to hear them in action is at dawn in springtime.Birdsong and calls are
incredibly useful to birdwatchers, helping them to both locate birds and identify them. It’s worth
swotting up as sometimes a bird’s call or song can be its most distinguishing feature, the one
thing that differentiates two species that otherwise look almost identical. One of the best ways to
learn birdsongs is to listen to recordings of them. You can buy CDs of songs or find free
recordings online – both are invaluable tools.BIRDS TO LISTEN OUT FOR* Blackbird: Call is a
loud ‘chik, chik, chik’; song is slow, with melodic flute-like tones.* Chaffinch: Call is ‘pink pink’
and ‘chip chip’; song is enthusiastic and repetitive.* Starling: Call is ‘tsiew’ or ‘tcherr’; song is a
series of whistles and mimicry.
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Nerdish Mum, “Super ideas. Some excellent ideas and brilliant new year motivation. I can't wait
to work our way through the list and experience new things.”

The book by Wildlife Trusts has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 11 people have provided feedback.
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